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Biggest format event of the year attracts a larger crowd to radio. The all-Christmas format did more than deliver record-
high ratings for AC stations.  It also lifted the number of people listening to radio overall.  New data from Nielsen shows 
Persons Using Radio in PPM markets grew during the Holiday 2014 survey, compared to the same period one year earlier, 
reversing a years-long decline.  A key barometer of radio usage, Persons Using Radio is analogous to Average Quarter Hour 
Persons for the entire radio industry. It rolls up the total number of people tuned to broadcast radio during an average quarter 
hour.  After trending down at a rate of 4%-5% for the past two Holiday surveys, the number rose to 111.23 million in the 48 
PPM markets in the Holiday 2014 survey, a 2% increase from 109.18 million in 2013.  The number is significant because it 
represents more than just the same audience being divvied up differently among stations.  It instead shows an expansion 
in total radio usage during the survey period.  “National radio listening moving up a couple percentage points is a big deal,” 
Nielsen VP, programming business partner Jon Miller says. 
 

What’s behind the Holiday uptick in Persons Using Radio.  A number of factors appear to have contributed to the upturn 
in Persons Using Radio during the Holiday survey.  First, the Holiday 2014 survey included one more day of Christmas 
programming than the 2013 survey.  Another factor was the number of Christmas stations set a new all-time high of 529 
in 2014, according to the Inside Radio database, up 8.4% from a year ago. Third, and perhaps most important, stations 
have perfected the all-Christmas radio package over time and are marketing it better, creating higher audience demand.  
The manager of 2014’s most successful Christmas station calls the increase “a reminder that when there’s content people 
really want, they will seek it out.”  Greater Media Boston AC “Magic 106.7” WMJX achieved the biggest 6+ share of any 
Christmas station in 2014 (16.5) and the highest in Boston PPM history in any survey.  Market manager Rob Williams says 
the format drew more listeners because stations embraced it more and executed it better than in the past, weaving in events, 
promotions, imaging, client involvement and other key elements into a complete package. “Christmas stations do a better job 
with it today than we did 10 years ago,” Williams contends.  “Stations treated it like a stunt at first, as opposed to making it 
part of their brand.  We no longer look at it as something we have to do but rather as something the market wants us to do.”

Capture-the-moment programming brings ratings windfall.  From all-holiday music to NFL play-by-play to big news 
stories, programming that captures the buzz of the moment can cause radio listening to spike. “Isn’t it interesting how 
some of the biggest ratings stories each year are when stations stray from their regular day-to-day formats,” notes Hubbard 
Broadcasting AC WILV, Chicago (100.3) program director Marty Bender.  Football play-by-play delivered an average in-game 
share of 30 or higher in men 25-54 last season for more than half of the NFL flagship stations.  Superstorm Sandy and the 
presidential election combined to lift listening for many stations in fall 2012.   “Unique, localized content that is in demand 
brings huge ratings,” Nielsen VP, programming business partner Jon Miller says.  “These things work because you can’t find 
it the same way anywhere else.”   But event programming has to “be genuine and obvious to the core brand” to be successful, 
Greater Media market manager Rob Williams says.  Ratings go up for Boston modern rocker “Radio 92.9” WBOS around the 
time of its massive free EarthFest concert in May, according to Williams. “Events create more reasons to have touch points 
with your listeners,” Williams says. “A listener may go from tuning in twice a day to four times a day,” he says.  Christmas is 
only the latest reminder that unique programming that speaks to the moment can move the ratings needle.  “That kind of 
creativity is vital for the industry because there are so many places to get your audio,” Miller says. “And all the audio providers 
are thinking about how to be unique and engaging to draw an audience.” 
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Edison:  Broadcast radio remains the ‘reach monster.’  Critics who gleefully chime “radio is dying” may want to take a look 
at a new report from Edison Research.  It shows FM/AM radio is used by three-quarters of participants who recorded their 
daily audio consumption in the fall.  That’s actually points higher than the 72% reach of broadcast radio when Edison did its 
prior study last May.  Most radio programming is targeted toward 25 to 54 year-olds and, unsurprisingly, that’s where daily 
cume figures are the highest.  Edison says 79% of the so-called “money demo” listens to broadcast radio during a typical 
day.   Even among the 13 to 24 year-old segment, arguably most at-risk to digital music services, broadcast radio still has 
a roughly three-to-one reach advantage on Pandora and a four-to-one advantage on Spotify.  Radio is, as Edison puts it, a 
“reach monster.”  But the streaming services can’t be overlooked either.  Edison points out that Pandora now reaches more 
than one-in-six of all 25 to 54 year-olds.   The findings are based on Edison’s Share of Ear study of 2,021 Americans aged 
13 and older who completed a 24-hour diary of their audio listening on an assigned day in October and November.   The 
sample includes English- and Spanish-language diaries that were completed both online and by mail using a paper diary.  

CBS will pay $9 million to make WZGC the Atlanta Falcons flagship.  After sharing the Atlanta Falcons with Lincoln 
Financial Media for one season, CBS Radio has acquired exclusive Atlanta radio rights to the NFL team. CBS sports “92.9 
The Game” WZGC is taking over as the NFL team’s flagship station under a new multi-year deal that ends a four-year run 
with LFM, whose “790 The Zone” WQXI has been the Falcons flagship since 2011.  In an unusual arrangement, WZGC 
had been a Falcons radio network affiliate for the past season, after LFM ceased simulcasting the games on hot AC “Star 
94” WSTR and sacked many of WQXI’s local hosts and began carrying more network programming.   CBS Radio will pay 
$3 million per year for three years, according to the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. The contract includes all preseason and 
regular season broadcasts, along with a pre-game show that will include interviews with the team’s head coach, GM, owner 
and quarterback Matt Ryan.  Wes Durham will continue to call the games with color analyst and former Falcons quarterback 
Dave Archer. It’s a return to the 92.9 frequency for the team — their games aired on WZGC from 2004-2011, when it was a 
rock station.  Carrying the Falcons helped WZGC double its Nielsen ratings in fall 2014, compared to the summer, and turn 
the three year-old station into the market’s top-rated sports station.  CBS Radio’s Atlanta market manager Rick Caffey  says 
NFL programming is “among the most sought after content for broadcasters” because it  drives  appointment listening and 
attracts more fans to radio, adding that  CBS “looks forward to expanding the relationship to deliver the best experience for 
the fans.”

Music FMs help Local Voice grow its local news websites.   Local Voice Media’s strategy of creating local news websites 
tied to an on-air radio product is evolving in Wilmington, NC where it pulled the plug on all-news “Port City Radio” WBNE 
(103.7) over the weekend.  The format debuted in April 2013 as a way to promote the company’s online newspaper, Port 
City Daily.  Local Voice has a greater beacon to promote Port City Daily, following last year’s addition of country “The Dude” 
WNTB/WUDE (93.7, 106.3) and adult alternative “98.3 The Penguin” WUIN to the cluster.  Local Voice yesterday began 
simulcasting “The Penguin” on WBNE.  “We tried the all-news format because we had the extra frequency still under LMA, 
and continue to manage it,” president Tom Davis says. “But we learned the resources will be better employed by providing 
more online news driven by the Penguin and the Dude.”   Local Voice also operates radio-digital newspaper combinations in 
Norfolk, Columbia, SC and Williamsburg, VA —  in each of those cases they’re operated alongside music FMs. “We definitely 
do not need a news format to drive readership,” Davis says. “Our newspapers all continue to grow and dominate in each 
market we are in, and often it is the short-format news updates that spark an interest in a story.”  One position was eliminated 
but Davis says cost-cutting wasn’t the goal, pointing out cash flow in Wilmington jumped 72% in 2014.   Former WBNE 
program director and morning host Aimee Bowen will remain with the cluster in an unspecified role, the company says.
 

Alpha goes ‘Old School’ in Louisville.  Alpha Media is jumping on the classic hip-hop trend in Louisville where WGHL 
has become “Old School 105.1” after little more than three months as a classic hits station.  The move gives Alpha a trio of 
urban stations in the market where it also owns urban “B-96.5” WGZB-FM and urban AC “Magic 101.3” WMJM.   WGHL was 
the lowest-rated station in the cluster with a 1.8 share (12+) in Nielsen’s Fall survey.  “In the past year, the classic hip-hop 
format has emerged throughout the country as the hottest new radio format because it targets a well-educated, high income 
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audience of 25-54 year-olds who grew up listening to this genre of music,” market manager Dale Schaefer says.  Louisville 
operations manager George Lindsey says Louisville has played a big role in hip-hop music with artists like Static Major 
coming from the city.  

Jim Bohannon signs multi-year deal to remain in front of a mic.  In a contract renewal that’s all but 
certain to mean Jim Bohannon will close out a Hall-of-Fame career at the network he’s called home for 
years, Westwood One has inked a multi-year agreement with the 71 year-old host.  “I’m so pleased to 
have the honor of continuing my career with Westwood One, my home for over half my time in radio,” says 
Bohannon, who’s been hosting a show for the network since 1993.  Bohannon hosts a late-night talk show 
that airs 10pm-1am ET and also anchors the news magazine “America in the Morning” that starts at 5am 
ET.   If that weren’t enough, Bohannon also produces a daily syndicated feature, “The Offbeat,” which 
takes a humorous look at an item in the news.  Combined, Westwood One says Bohannon programming 
clears on more than 500 stations.   “Jim may be in the Radio Hall of Fame but he’s just getting started,” EVP of news and talk 
Bart Tessler says in the announcement.  “With new show resources and his contagious energy and enthusiasm, Westwood 
One and our affiliates and clients can look forward to many more years of Jim hosting his franchise programs.”
  

Revealing he has throat cancer, talker Michael Medved takes leave of absence.  Salem Radio Networks talk host Michael 
Medved has stepped away from his show to undergo treatments for stage-three throat cancer.  Medved revealed his battle to 
listeners on Friday, telling them his prognosis for full recovery is “very good.”  The conservative talker has already undergone 
half of the needed chemotherapy and radiation treatments.   Medved explained he’s been pre-taping an hour of his show 
for the past few Wednesdays, in order to make time for the time-consuming chemotherapy treatments.   “At this point, my 
confidence and good spirits would lead me to go on but my voice — the most essential tool in radio — won’t cooperate,” 
he said.  “My hope is as soon as possible after that and my voice is right — and sometime soon I will be back.”  The 
chemotherapy will continue until later this month.  “The exact time of my return will be determined by my medical progress,” 
Medved said.  Salem news/talk “660 The Answer” KSKY, Dallas morning host Mark Davis, who has been Medved’s primary 
backup, will be among those filling in for him while he’s away.  Other guest hosts will include Salem talk “770 The Truth” 
KTTH, Seattle morning drive host David Boze. 
 

Chicago’s WGN stays on FM for an extra month.   Over the past three years Chicago’s WGWG-LP (87.7) has been through 
jazz, modern rock and sports formats.  What’s next? The answer won’t be known for at least another month.   Owner Venture 
Technologies hasn’t signed a lease with a new broadcaster just yet, so Tribune news-talk “Radio 720” WGN will remain on 
the signal through February.  The company pulled the plug on its “The Game” sports format in December, which had been 
airing on the frequency.   Venture CEO Paul Koplin tells the Chicago Tribune he expects to have a new operator by late-
February but so far no deal has been signed.   Low-power TV owner Weigel Broadcasting is said to be in negotiations to 
operate WGWG-LP.  
  

Inside Radio News Ticker…Capitol names Phillips ‘Mix’ manager…Capitol Broadcasting AC “Mix 101.5” WRAL-FM, 
Raleigh-Durham, NC has promoted local sales manager Katie Phillips to general manager of the station.   She succeeds 
Ardie Gregory, who is retiring.   Philips has been at the cluster since 1999 and has been LSM since 2008.   “The decision 
to hire Katie as the general manager has 100% of my support,” Gregory says of his successor.  “She has proven herself to 
be smart, fair and dedicated to the success of the radio station and all of its employees.”  Read more People Moves HERE 
…Spotify IPO likely delayed…Streaming music pureplay Spotify is reportedly raising $500 million in new capital, a move 
analysts say likely means it will delay an IPO for at least another year.   The Wall Street Journal says investors are being 
told the move will peg Spotify’s value at more than $7 billion.   It’s yet to turn a profit — it lost $80 million in 2013 — although 
Spotify now has about 60 million active users worldwide, including 15 million who pay a monthly subscription fee…Rdio 
dropped from pre-‘72 suit…The owner of the music catalog for several classic rock bands, Zenbu Magazines, has quickly 
dropped its lawsuit against music streaming service Rdio seeking royalties on music recorded before February 1972.  No 
details were given and Zenbu’s lawsuits against several other streaming services, filed last week, are still pending. 
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Classic Hip Hop: Format Analysis From the Front Lines

The format that has the buzz right now is the one playing throwback rhythmic songs — whether you call it classic hip-hop, 
rhythmic hot AC, or throwbacks.  It’s a format that many broadcasters are studying as a potential opportunity or threat. The 
question is if this is a format with ‘legs’ or a blip that will fade like “Jammin’ Oldies” did 15 years ago.  At last count, there is at 
least one throwback station in eight of the Top 20 markets.
 
Strategic Radio Solutions has had the good fortune to be at the starting line with one of the originators and most successful 
stations in this category.  Our team has explored the format in markets where we felt it didn’t have legs, and have also been 
strategic advisors for clients across the street from these attacks in multiple markets. We wanted to share some insights we 
have gained from this experience and a study of other stations pursuing this format.
 
We find that given the right conditions, this format CAN succeed, but 
there are potential pitfalls that would make the move a non-starter for 
some broadcasters. Some things to consider:
 
1. There’s a wide disparity as to the definition of this format from market 
to market.  Radio One’s stations are focused on old school, while “Hot 
103.7” in Seattle shies away from the harder gold hip hop and includes 
pop in the mix. “Hot 96.9” in Boston includes currents and gold R&B 
along with the classic hip-hop.
 
2. Targeting is key. The demographics of the market play a big role in 
which blend of styles will be optimal. Some markets will display more 
audience potential with a harder blend vs softer. Other markets might 
need more some contemporary hits (2000s) interwoven with the gold 
product.
 
3. The format is a pure flanker which is about being different. The 
key difference with a flanker strategy is to stay narrow and focus on 
your unique position. If a competitor has launched in your market, it’s 
important to determine how much of a threat your station faces and 
whether trying to defend by adjusting your product will neutralize the 
attack or simply irritate your own listeners. An effective defense is about 
knowing what attacks should be parried and which should be ignored.
 
4. We don’t see it as a CHR killer. There are some top 40s that are 
over-reacting to the arrival of a rhythmic gold station. In most cases, a 
CHR with a history of playing hip hop even as gold could make a grave 
mistake by adding too much gold rhythm to the playlist. You could do 
more long-term harm than good to your CHR brand. Every market has 
its own nuances, so be sure you have carefully thought-through your 
defensive strategy.
 
5. Signal strength is an important factor to consider. This is not a mass-appeal format, so getting the meters you need is more 
challenging given the sample sizes in PPM markets. Your signal needs to at least cover the hot-spots of your market where 
appeal will be greatest. If this isn’t the case, you will struggle getting consistent meter performance.
 
6. The format tends to make a big splash and then settle in ratings.  To assure success, have a phase two plan ready to sustain 
the numbers. A high-performing morning show can be a loud speaker to extend the consumer engagement to the station 
beyond the heavy fans of the format.
 
We believe the format has staying power.  If you are looking to build the brand long-term, you will get out of it what you put into 
it. The same could be said of ANY radio station, naturally, but it is particularly poignant for throwback stations.
 
The bottom line is you need to fully think through your programming strategy for your market conditions if you are considering 
the Throwback format or face one of these stations. Stay a step ahead of the other guys and think things through completely.

Contributed by Strategic Radio Solutions, Inc. (206) 347 -2188.
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

GSM - CHICAGO
The most respected and imitated 

Classic Rock station in the 
country has a rare opening for 
a General Sales Manager. 

Candidates should have at least 
4 years of experience in leading 
veteran team of quality sales 

executives. This position requires 
a depth of knowledge in new 
business development and 

new digital sales applications. 

To apply, visit:
www.wdrv.com/jobops.php

WDRV-FM is an 
Equal Opportunity Employer.

MARKET MANAGER & SALES EXECUTIVES
Nashville/Memphis/Kansas City/Ft. Wayne/Modesto/

Fresno/Lincoln/Omaha

Bott Radio Network a national leader in quality Christian Talk Radio 
is seeking an experienced Market Managers & Sales Executives 
in several markets. The ideal candidate will have at least five years’ 
prior experience in sales management and outside sales. Candidate 
must have a proven sales in achieving team goals and individual sales 
goals. Must have superior leadership and communication skills, and 
the ability to train and develop top performing sales people to grow 
local and regional revenue. Must be skilled at prospecting, qualifying 
and closing new accounts, while servicing existing accounts, including 
effective scheduling, copywriting, exceptional account service and 
computer skills. Radio experience is preferred. If your experience is 
a good match, send your resume and cover letter to: 
 
Pat Rulon 
10550 Barkley
Overland Park, Kansas 66212

Or you may fax to Pat Rulon at 913.642.1319,
or email: prulon@bottradionetwork.com                   E.O.E.

DIRECTOR - STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
iHeartMedia, Inc. seeks a Director, Strategic Initiatives. This 
position will drive the development and implementation of diverse 
company strategic initiatives, will link and align the efforts of diverse 
groups across the organization and be a change agent making sure 
“things happen”.  Given our extensive presence throughout the US, 
this role will require regular travel to various company operations.

The Strategic Initiative Office is a team of the CEO which provides 
thought partnership, project management and analytical support to a 
large number of divisions within the company. The SIO partners with 
key stakeholders, from private equity owners and the executive team 
to regional/functional teams in highly visible strategic and operational 
initiatives targeting critical value drivers for the company. 

The ideal candidate will have demonstrable success in helping develop 
revenue enhancement and cost reduction strategies, and being part of 
large-scale change programs in multi-site, decentralized businesses.

A background in consulting, particularly with 
a firm focused on strategy, operational 
transformation and change management, is ideal.

For a full list of qualifications and 
requirements or to apply for this 
position, please CLICK HERE.

iHeartMedia is an equal opportunity employer.

KRNB AFTERNOON 
DRIVE PERSONALITY

Are you a multi-dimensional, 
superstar media personality? 
Do you “live” and “breathe” the 
“Smooth R&B” 25-54 lifestyle?  
Can you captivate listeners 
on-air, on social media and in-
person? Have you mastered PPM 
and appointment listening?  Do 
you seek every opportunity to 
engage listeners where they live, 
work and play? If so, Service 
Broadcasting may have a rare 
career opportunity for you. 
 
Our new KRNB Afternoon Drive 
Personality must know how to 
connect emotionally with listeners 
to positively impact ratings and 
relationships. This is a position for 
an “entertainer,” not a jock. 

Send your mp3, resume, 
references and social media 
links to: SBG HR Manager

Debbie Henry at 
jobs@KRNB.com

No phone calls please. E.O.E.
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